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ABSTRACT
The feasibility of a vibration based damage identification method is investigated. The Modal
Strain Energy method is applied to a T–beam structure. The dynamic response of an intact
structure and a damaged, delaminated structure is analysed employing a commercially available
Finite Element package. This study presents an experimental validation of the numerical model
developed and focusses further on the influence of the size of the delamination and the location.
In particular, the incorporation of the torsion modes in the damage identification and localization
is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
Development of Structural Health Monitoring technologies for composite based structural
components for aircrafts is one of the objectives of the European research program Clean Sky
/ Eco-design. An increase of the parts service life reduces its cost and long term ecological
impact.
Vibration based damage identification methods are promising as an alternative for the time
consuming and costly Non-Destructive Testing methods currently available. The change of
the dynamic properties is employed to identify damage such as delaminations. Localization of
damage in a carbon fibre reinforced composite is added to the damage detection research of
Grouve (Grouve. et al. 2008) by implementing the Modal Strain Energy (Stubbs et al. 1992).
The main issue addressed is the number of measuring points required to detect and localize
the damage in a three dimensional component. This will set the requirements to the method or
devices employed to obtain the dynamic response.
Stubbs (Stubbs et al. 1992) were the first who introduced a damage identification method based
on the observation that local changes in the modal strain energy of the vibration modes of a
structure are a sensitive indicator of damage. Cornwell (Cornwell et al. 1999) extended the
method for plate–like, hence two–dimensional, structures. Only recently, the step to three–
dimensional models was made (H.Yang et al. 2004, Li et al. 2006, 2007).
The Modal Strain Energy is mainly applied to flexural bending. Duffey (Duffey et al. 2001) are
the only ones who included torsion modes and vibrations in their research. A number of reasons
can be identified to explain the limited attention addressed to torsion modes.
Firstly, torsion modes tend to be more difficult to measure. Secondly, torsion modes are reduced
in a many applications, whereas the structure is free to vibration in bending modes. This applies
for example to torsion stiff composites with a ±45 lay–up. Thirdly, the definition of torsion
mode can become rather complex for structures like T–beams: Torsion is not in all cases a pure
rotation of the structure’s cross–section.
On the other hand, torsion modes may also provided information, which becomes advantageous
if the number of sensors is to be reduced. Moreover, the torsional rigidity of individual sections
of for example an aeroplane wing, is relatively high, but the torsion rigidity of the complete
wing can be substantially lower. Generally, damage identification will occur on component
scale rather than the scale of individual stiffeners, to avoid an excessive number of damage
identification systems.
This paper mainly addresses the numerical work performed at the University of Twente.
The numerical model is validated on experiments, briefly discussed here and in more detail
in (Ooijevaar et al. 2009).
T–JOINT STIFFENER
The structure investigated here is a composite T–shaped stiffener section. This type of stiffener
is frequently used in aerospace components to increase the bending stiffness of the component
without a severe weight penalty. One of the main difficulties is the connection of the stiffener
on the base structure. Traditionally, composite stiffeners consist of L–shaped structures.
Positioning two L–shaped stiffeners, with the vertical section facing each other, on a base
structure and subsequently co–curing the components in an autoclave, results in a typical
stiffener panel section as shown in figure 1(a).
L–shaped stiffener L–shaped stiffener
Resin pocket
(a) Traditional stiffener
Stiffener
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Figure 1: Traditional double L–shaped stiffener versus the new stiffener concept developed by Stork–
Fokker AESP and the NLR
Recently, a new type of stiffener was developed by Stork–Fokker AESP, in collaboration with
the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratories (NLR). The stiffener is presented in (Offringa et al.
2008). The concept is shown in figure 1(b) and referred to as a T–joint.
The T–beam is built of uni–directional carbon fibre thermoplastic composite material. Both
the base and the stiffener are built from 16 individual plies of uni–directional material. The
thermoplastic matrix is PEKK. The T–joint analysed here has a [0/90]8,S lay–up, as shown in
figure 2. This is not a typical lay–up as would be used in real applications, but was selected to
created a structure with a relatively high bending rigidity and a relatively low torsion rigidity.
The motivation is twofold: Firstly, it will allow a more easily investigation of the possibilities of
incorporating torsional modes in the Modal Strain Energy method. The torsion modes will be
more pronounced, hence easier to detect. Secondly, torsion modes can be more pronounced in
large structures. The torsion rigidity of individual section of for example an aeroplane wing can
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Figure 2: [0/90/0/90/0/90/0/90]S laminate lay-up and dimensions. The global coordinate system is
indicated with the letters xyz, the local material orientations in the base and stiffener with the numbers
123.
be relatively high, but the torsion rigidity of the complete wing can be substantially lower. As
priorly mentioned, damage identification will occur on a large scale – for example a complete
wing – rather than a small scale, since that would require an excessive number of damage
detection systems.
The component is relatively long, to obtain a sufficient deflection to be measured conveniently
with the equipment available at the laboratory of the University of Twente. The dimensions of
the T–beam are indicated in figure 2
Delamination under T-jointClamping area
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Figure 3: Delaminated T–beam (side view)
A typical damage occurring to composite structures is delamination. The location with the
highest risk of failure of the structure is the injection moulded thermoplastic T–joint profile
which connects the base to the stiffener. The aim of this research is to identify and localize such
damage. Hence undamaged and damaged T–beams are modelled. In addition, damaged and
undamaged T–beam speciment were manufactured. The damaged T–beam contains a 100mm
long artificial delamination, right under the T–joint. The location is indicated in figure 3. The
delamination was created by inserting a 0.1mm thick Polyimide film before consolidating the
beam in the autoclave.
THEORY OF MODAL STRAIN ENERGY
The strain energy of a vibration mode is referred to as the modal strain energy of that mode.
Consequently, the total modal strain energy is the sum of the modal strain energy contributions
of all modes considered. The modal strain energy is calculated by linking the deformation
of a structure to the strain. A distinction must be made between axial, flexural and torsional
deformation-strain relations. Only the bending and the torsion strains are analysed, since the
T–joint is a slender structure. The mechanical relations read (see figure 2 for the coordinate
system used):
∂2ux/y
∂z2
=
My/x
EIxx/yy
;
∂θxy
∂z
=
Tz
GJxy
(1)
with u the displacement, θ the rotation M the bending moment, T the torque, EI and GJ the
bending and torsion rigidity of the beam. The subscript ‘(x/y)’ refers either x or y.
The strain energy is found by integrating the squared strains over the length l of the
structure (Duffey et al. 2001):
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Consider the structure to be vibrating in the nth bending mode. The displacement amplitude for
the mode shape is u(n)x/y(z). As a result, the modal strain energy of the nth mode is written as:
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Subsequently, the structure is discretised in N elements in axial (z) direction. The strain energy
U
(n)
B,i , due to the nth mode and associated with the ith element is then given by:
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Similar quantities can be defined for a damaged structure, using the mode shapes u˜(n) of the
damaged structure. The derivation for the torsion modal strain energy components follows the
same route. The rotation angle θxy is defined as:
θxy =
∂uy
∂x
(5)
The strain energy of the nth torsional mode associated with the ith element hence reads:
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Note that the mode shape must be defined as a function of x and z, in contrast to the bending
mode, which is constant in x– and y–direction.
The local fractional strain energies, as defined by Cornwell (Cornwell et al. 1999), are:
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for the intact and damaged structure respectively. The fractional strain energy remains relatively
constant in the intact element, under the assumption that the damage is primarily located at a
single element. Given the damage is located at element j, it can be derived that:
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These equations are rearranged to obtain the quotient of the flexural stiffnesses, using the
assumptions in (Cornwell et al. 1999, Alvandi & Cremona 2006):
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f
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B,j
;
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The local damage index β for the jth element can be obtained by using the definition proposed
by Stubbs (Stubbs et al. 1992), which is a summation of the fractions f (n)j over the number of
modes considered:
βB/T,j =
Nfreq∑
n=1
f˜
(n)
B/T,j
/Nfreq∑
n=1
f
(n)
B/T,j (11)
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
A finite element model of the T–beam is created in ABAQUS c© . The model consists of the base
and the stiffener, see figure 4. The T–joint itself is not modelled. Effectively, the thermoplastic
profile will add a minor amount of stiffness in the connection area, which is assumed to be
of negligible effect on the natural frequencies and mode shapes. The model is built from a
T–shaped cross–section, defined in the xy–plane and extruded in the z–direction. A structured
mesh of 2000 elements for the base and 1000 for the stiffener is employed. 4–node Shell
elements with reduced integration and three integration points over the thickness are used. One
side of the T–beam is clamped (at z = 0), by suppressing all degrees of freedom, the other side
is unconstrained.
The 16 uni–directional plies building the laminate are not modelled directly, but a orthotropic
elastic material behaviour is used to approximate the properties of the laminate. This simplified
approach proved to be sufficiently accurate for free vibration analysis that is performed to obtain
the natural frequencies and the mode shapes in the frequency range of the experimental set-up
(25–1025Hz). At this moment, the exact material properties can not be disclosed. The reader is
referred to (Offringa et al. 2008) for more details on the composite material.
The first analyses are performed on an intact beam and a delaminated beam with a 100mm
delamination in the middle of the beam. The purpose of the analyses is a verification based on
the experiments performed at the same configuration. The natural frequencies predicted by the
numerical model are presented in table 1. Two types of bending modes are found: one in the
yz–plane (Byz) and one in the xz–plane (Bxz). The torsion modes are referred to by Tz. As
expected, a large number of torsion modes is found. The frequencies in table 1 are grouped
by type of mode shape. The number preceding the frequency indicates the global order of
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Figure 4: The ABAQUS c© finite element model. Blue: base, green: stiffener.
Table 1: First 25 natural frequencies, covering the frequency range of the experiments.
intact delaminated
Byz [Hz] Bxz [Hz] Tz [Hz] Byz [Hz] Bxz [Hz] Tz [Hz]
2 39.05 4 90.57 1 20.87 2 39.00 4 90.55 1 20.87
7 219.04 12 481.88 3 63.91 7 218.27 12 470.19 3 63.90
13 504.76 23 1014.02 5 110.91 13 496.55 25 1022.27 5 110.88
16 723.33 6 163.85 16 682.38 6 163.81
18 831.76 8 224.51 18 778.67 8 224.28
19 889.66 9 294.29 20 874.49 9 294.21
20 934.87 10 374.30 21 901.48 10 373.70
22 981.57 11 465.25 23 977.26 11 465.08
24 1036.94 14 567.98 24 1006.10 14 566.65
15 682.68 17 682.52
17 809.89 19 808.61
21 949.96 22 949.47
25 1102.85
15 633.25 (Local mode)
the frequencies. The bending modes Bxz are accompanied by torsion due to the asymmetrical
cross–section of T–beam.
The effect of the delamination is reflected in a shift in the natural frequencies. The torsional
natural frequencies are less affected compared to the bending frequencies. The delamination
is located close to the shear centre of the cross–section of the T–beam (see figure 2). The
local decrease of the stiffness of the beam at the delamination consequently hardly affects the
torsional vibrations of the beam.
The mode shapes of the 4th natural frequency of the intact and delaminated T–beam are depicted
in figure 5. The location of the delamination can be recognised directly by the peak in the
amplitude. The stiffener provides a significant amount of bending stiffness for the base. Hence,
the base starts to vibrate severely along the length of the delamination.
(a) Intact, FN = 723.33Hz (b) Delaminated, FN = 682.38Hz
Figure 5: The 4th bending modes for the intact and delaminated T–beam.
A limitation of the frequency analysis is that it uses linear perturbation theory. Contact between
the base and the stiffener can not be modelled, since contact properties are non–linear. A
‘free mode’ model (Della & Shu 2007) was used. Alternatively, a ‘constraint mode’ model
could be used. Both methods are justifiable, as they set upper and lower boundary conditions.
Moreover, the implementation of non–linear effects in the analysis, requires an explicit solver
and small time increments to ensure sufficient accuracy for the frequency range of interest.
Consequently, the explicit solver is dramatically outperformed by the implicit solver, although
the results will be nearly as accurate. The complications of an explicit solving routine, will be
addressed in a later stage of the project. Initially, the focus will be in the damage identification
and localization.
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Vibration measurements are performed on an intact and delaminated T–beam in order to validate
the numerical model and results. The Frequency Response Functions (FRF’s) between the fixed
point of excitation and the measuring points along the T–beam are determined using a laser
vibrometer. The modal parameters: natural frequencies, damping values and mode shapes are
obtained from these FRF measurements by using Experimental Modal Analysis (Schwarz &
Richardson 1999).
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Figure 6: Excitation point and 3×30 measuring grid points at T–beam (bottom view).
The T–beam is horizontally and vertically clamped at one side employing an Instron 8516
Fatique system. For all tests a 6 kN vertical clamping force is combined with a clamping
pressure of 200 bar applied to the horizontal clamps. The laser vibrometer sensor head is
mounted on a traverse system, which has a horizontal scanning range restricted to 590 mm.
The T–beam was excited by a shaker with a force transducer connected to a fixed point at the
beam and a spring connected to its support. A random force was applied to the structure. The
laser vibrometer is used to measure the velocities at a measuring grid containing 3×30 points
(L1/M1/R1–30, see figure 6) within the range of the traverse system. Two accelerometers, one
at the point of excitation and one at grid point R1, were used for validation of the responses
measured by the laser vibrometer. The Frequency Response Functions (FRF’s) between the
excitation force at the fixed excitation point and the velocities at all laser vibrometer grid points
are recorded by a Siglab system. A frequency range of 25–1025 Hz, with a resolution of 0.313
Hz was selected. A measurement at each grid point consists of 20 averages, without overlap.
The Experimental Modal Analysis process, with curve fitting of the complete set of FRF’s, is
applied to determine the modal parameters. The mode shapes are extracted from the real part
of the FRF’s (Schwarz & Richardson 1999). The mode shapes from both T–beams are used for
damage identification by the Modal Strain Energy Damage Index algorithm.
An elaborate discussion on the experiments can be found in (Ooijevaar et al. 2009), who
addresses reproducibility and the damage detection and localization for this set–up. The
natural frequencies measured are listed in table 2 for the intact and delaminated T–beam. The
frequencies are sorted based on the type of vibration mode, similar to the results of the numerical
model presented in table 1.
Table 2: Experimentally obtained natural frequencies sorted by mode shape.
Intact T-beam Delaminated T-beam
Byz [Hz] Tz [Hz] — Byz [Hz] Tz [Hz]
1 37.0 – – 1 36.5 – –
6 215 2 64.4 5 212a 2 62.8
9 504b 3 114 8 490b 3 116
12 734 4 158 10 715 4 164
14 833 5 210 11 809 5 212a
15 888 – – 13 885 – –
16 929 7 348 14 920 6 349
18 981 8 440 16 990 7 443
10 609 9 606
11 693 – –
13 815 12 831
17 967 15 977
a : Clear coupling between this bending and torsion mode
b : Bending modes which show similar coupling effects
The correspondence between numerical and experimental results is good. Overall, the
numerical bending frequencies are slightly higher than the experimental values for the intact
situation. The highest experimental torsion frequencies exceed the numerical values, which is
attributed to the stiffness added by the T–joint which is not included in the numerical model.
The order of the mode shapes is the same for the numerical and experimental results. However,
the difference between some of the frequencies of successive modes is too small to measure the
modes individually. This results in mixed modes, such as the second bending mode B (2)yz and
the fifth torsion mode T (5)z .
Some modes are experimentally not measured due to various reasons. The natural frequency of
the first torsion mode is below the lowest frequency of 25 Hz of the random excitation signal.
Other modes, like the 6th torsion mode, are not measured because of the low response. In
that case, the point of excitation almost coincides with a point of zero amplitude in the mode
shape. The bending modes in the xz–plane are also not measured because the excitation and
measurement are only performed in y–direction.
The results for the delaminated versus the intact T–beam, confirms the shift in natural
frequencies to lower values of the delaminated T–beam for both the numerical and experimental
model. Qualitatively this corresponds well with literature (Mujumdar & Suryanarayan 1988,
Lee 2000). It can also be observed that the difference in natural frequency is larger for higher
modes. However, the experimental bending frequencies are higher than the numerical values
for the 4th and higher bending modes. The most admissible explanation is that the numerical
model does not take any non–linear effects, caused by the delamination, into account. A
‘free mode’ model (Della & Shu 2007) was assumed, allowing the base to freely penetrate
the stiffener at the location of the delamination. Therefore this model is too compliant and
result in an underestimation of the natural frequencies. A ‘constraint mode’ model will result
in an overestimation of the natural frequencies.
It can also be observed that the natural frequencies of the torsion modes hardly change. The
delamination underneath the T–joint mainly affects the natural frequencies of the bending modes
and has less influence on the natural frequencies of the torsion modes. The effect is attributed
to the relatively small distance between the shear centre and the location of the delamination.
The same results are found in the numerical model.
RESULT OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
A number of simulations is run to assess the effect of the size and location of a delamination
on the detection and localization using the Modal Strain Energy method. The length of the
delamination was varied from 10 to 100mm. Secondly, the location of the delamination was
varied between 300 and 700mm from the clamped side of the T–beam. The displacement
amplitudes are analysed at the three lines over the length of the base of the T–beam (x =
0.041m, x = 0m and x = −0.041m) and one line over the length of the T–beam in the
stiffener (y = 0.03m). The three lines at the base correspond with the locations at which
the displacements were measured in the experiments. The displacement amplitude data from
the data set of the stiffener is used to analyse the deformation of the stiffener with respect to the
base.
The T–beam has 100 elements of its length in both the base and the stiffener. Hence, each of the
four sets of data points consists of 101 nodal data points. The delamination has double nodes,
sharing the same location but no interaction is defined (‘free mode’ model (Della & Shu 2007)).
One node is associated with the base and one with the stiffener. The delamination must at least
contain one pair of these double nodes. Using a fixed number of nodes for the delamination
implies a smaller element edge length for a smaller delamination. The data density would be
relatively higher for smaller delaminations and consequently the delamination can be identified
more easily. Therefore, the edge length of the elements in the delaminated region is fixed,
resulting in a larger number of elements for a larger delamination. The edge length is defined
by half the length of the minimum delamination length used, resulting in one pair of double
nodes for the smallest delamination and 19 for the largest.
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Figure 7: The first mode shapes (T(1)z at 20.87Hz for an intact T–beam) for a delamination of 10, 50
and 100mm compared to the intact T–beam. The delamination starts at 500mm from the clamping.
The first mode shapes (T (1)z at 20.87Hz for the intact T–beam, see table 1) is shown in figure
7. The delamination length varies from 10 to 100mm and it starts at 500mm from the clamping
and are compared to the intact T–beam. The displacements of the data set at x = 0m are
zero, whereas the displacements at x = ±0.041m are opposite: the T–beam is vibrating in the
first torsion mode. The displacement amplitudes for the intact and all delaminated T–beams
appear to be equal. This is reflected in the unchanged natural frequency (see table 1) and the
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Figure 8: The fourth bending mode shapes (B(4)yz at 723.33Hz for an intact T–beam) for a delamination
of 10, 50 and 100mm compared to the intact T–beam. The delamination starts at 500mm from the
clamping.
earlier observations that the lower frequencies are less affected by the delamination and that the
torsion modes are hardly affected, due to the location of the delamination with respect to the
shear centre.
The fourth bending mode (B(4)yz at 723.33Hz for the intact T–beam) was shown to be affected by
a 100mm long delamination, both experimental and numerical. The displacement amplitudes
are depicted in figure 8. There is a clear difference for the mode shapes of the T–beams with
a large delamination (90–100mm). However, the effect is significantly smaller for the smaller
delaminations.
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Figure 9: The second derivative ∂
2uy
∂z2
for the first mode shape (T(1)z at 20.87Hz for an intact T–beam)
for a delamination of 10, 50 and 100mm compared to the intact T–beam. The delamination starts at
500mm from the clamping.
The Modal Strain Energy method uses the curvatures of the mode shapes, or the second
derivative of the displacement (see section on theory). The figures figures 9 and 10 show the
second derivative ∂
2uy
∂z2
for the mode shapes in figures 7 and 8. Note that the theory for bending
modes is applied to the first torsion mode (see equation (2)), in contrast to the theory described
previously. However, it is not possible to distinguish from a single line of data points whether
the mode analysed is a bending or torsion mode: the ith torsion mode has the same type of
displacement amplitude as the ith bending mode.
As expected, the delamination is not identified in the curvature plot of the first torsion mode
shape. Even large delaminations are not found. On the contrary, even the 10mm long
delamination is identified in the curvature plot of the fourth bending mode.
The rotation angle and its derivative to the axial coordinate are also calculated for the mode
shapes. The displacements of the two node sets were compared to this end. With uy(si) and
x(si) the displacements and location of the node sets si respectively, the rotation angle θxy of
the base can be derived as:
θxy = arctan
(
uy(s1)− uy(s2)
x(s1)− x(s2)
)
(12)
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Figure 10: The second derivative ∂
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for the fourth bending mode shapes (B(4)yz at 723.33Hz for
an intact T–beam) for a delamination of 10, 50 and 100mm compared to the intact T–beam. The
delamination starts at 500mm from the clamping.
The rotation of the stiffener with respect to the base is calculated by comparing the rotation
angle θyx of the stiffener with the rotation of the base. The angle between base and stiffener
is 1
2
π if the cross–section of the T–beam is undeformed, which is the case for pure torsion, as
shown by figure 11. The angle is not equal to 1
2
π if the base and stiffener are vibrating out of
phase.
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Figure 11: The rotation angle θ of the base and stiffener for the first torsion mode shapes (T(1)z at
20.87Hz for an intact T–beam) for a delamination of 10, 50 and 100mm compared to the intact T–beam.
The delamination starts at 500mm from the clamping. The line at π2 indicates the angle between the base
and stiffener.
The results of the experiments and the first numerical models indicated that the torsion modes
are hardly affected by the delamination. This is confirmed also by the rotation angle of the
cross–section. Only large delaminations are detected, and only by the higher torsion modes.
The 8th torsion mode is the first in which the delamination is found, as shown in figure 12,
which shows the derivative of the rotation angle.
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Figure 12: The derivative of the rotation angle ∂θ
∂z
of the base and stiffener for the 8th torsion mode
shapes (T (8)z at 465.08Hz for an intact T–beam) for a delamination of 10, 50 and 100mm compared to
the intact T–beam. The delamination starts at 500mm from the clamping.
It was shown previously that the delamination is hard to detect using the torsion modes, due to
the location of the delamination with respect to the shear center. However, this was based on
either the frequency shifts or the second derivative of the displacements. The derivative of the
rotation angle apparently holds more information. It is expected that the use of torsion modes
become significantly more useful for delamination at a larger distance from the shear center.
The rotation angle is also analysed for the bending modes. The rotation angle is zero for all
bending modes in the yz–plane (Byz). However, the bending modes Bxz show a relatively strong
reaction to the presence of a delamination larger than 30mm (the higher Bxz–bending modes
even capture smaller delaminations). This is shown by the derivative of the rotation angle for
the first bending mode in the xz–plane, see figure 13. The largest change in the derivative is
found in the angle of the stiffener with respect to the base. This angle is relatively constant in
all cases, since the cross–section remains nearly undeformed and the change of angle is zero.
However, a significant rotation of the stiffener with respect to the base is observed for all Bxz
bending modes. The Bxz bending modes are not measured by the experimental set–up of the
University of Twente, as explained in (Ooijevaar et al. 2009). It is suggested to measure these
modes to verify the behaviour observed.
The location of the delamination was also varied. The second derivative of the first bending
mode of five T–beams with different starting points of the delamination between 300 and
700mm from the clamping are shown in figure 14. A delamination of 50mm was used. The plot
shows only the results of the centre line (x = 0m) of the base. The effect of the delamination
is the strongest here. The delamination is localized easily for all cases. The discontinuity in
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of the base and stiffener for the first bending mode
shapes (B(1)xz at 90.55Hz for an intact T–beam) for a delamination of 10, 50 and 100mm compared to the
intact T–beam. The delamination starts at 500mm from the clamping.
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for the first bending mode shapes (B(1)yz at 723.33Hz for an
intact T–beam) for a delamination of 50mm compared to the intact T–beam. The delamination starts at
300 to 700mm from the clamping.
the second derivative – a measure for the location of a delamination – is slightly larger if the
delamination is further away from the clamping. The deflection is larger for larger distances
from the clamping in this mode. The other mode shapes confirm that the location of the
delamination only has a minor influence on the detection and localisation of the delamination.
However, the detection of the delamination fails if the delamination coincides with a zero
amplitude of the mode analysed. This is not considered to be problematic, since the damage
index (see equation (11)) combines the information of all modes analysed.
CONCLUSIONS
A finite element model of a uni–directional carbon–PEKK composite T–beam, including
a delamination, was implemented and validated by experimental results. The numerical
results are found to correspond well with the experimental results for both the intact and the
delaminated T–beam. The differences found, are explained by the limitations in the numerical
model, such as the absence of the T–joint and the implementation of a ‘free mode’ model.
The finite element model was used to investigate the effect of the size and the location of a
delamination on the detection and localisation. A series of simulations were run, which lead
to a number of conclusion. Firstly, it was shown that the bending modes are well capable of
detecting a delamination of 10mm, even though it consists of the minimum number of two
elements. Secondly, the torsion modes were hardly affected by the presence of even a large
delamination of 100mm. This is attributed to the location of the delamination with respect to
the shear centre of the cross–section.
It was also shown that the cross–section hardly deforms. This is shown by observing the angle
of the stiffener with respect to the base of the T–beam. This angle remains π
2
for mainly all
cases. However, a local rotation of the stiffener with respect to the base occurs in the torsion
modes and in the bending modes in the xz–plane. This changing rotation is clearly visible in the
derivative of the rotation angle and hence can be used to identify and localize the delamination.
The effect on the bending modes in the xz–plane is relatively strong, compared to the strength
of the effect observed for the bending modes in the yz–plane and for the torsion modes.
Unfortunately, the experimental set–up is currently not able to detect these modes and hence
a verification has still to be performed.
Finally, the location of the delaminations appeared to be of minor influence on the results. The
only case for which the delaminations are not identified, is the case in which the delamination
coincides with a zero amplitude location of the mode investigated. However, this is not a
problem, since the damage index is based on the response of a series of modes.
FUTURE WORK
The research will continue with an investigation of the effect of reducing the number of data
points. Furthermore, the method will be applied on different geometries, where a delamination
can be created at a larger distance from the shear centre of the cross–sections. Hence, the added
value of the torsion modes can be studied more elaborately. Finally, an explicit model will be
developed to investigate the effect of contact in the delamination to quantify the difference with
the ‘free mode’ model, implemented here, and the ‘constraint mode’ model.
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